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instructor is white, or antiblack, if he is black. As one yout explains, "Five minutes ain't a whole lot of time." But the in is not inclined to see things this way. The instructor's attiti be that this black youth fits into the category of a person try get something for nothing, without putting in the hard work. Ii some youths think 15 minutes one way or the other is simply not important, or even that missing four or five days of school is < negligible import. But interrelated with the issues of attenda: punctuality are often the trainees1 basic problems of a chronic money and, thus, of reliable transportation to the job-training Unfortunately, these issues are likely to become confused and i] preted äs indicative of behavioral laxity. Many of the hard-co unemployed are likely to receive their "carfare" to the trainin< one day and spend it all in the next day or so. This populatio: unlike those of the middle class or even the working class, has unlimited list of "necessities" on which to spend money, from l food. When their money is spent, they often lack a means of tr; tion. Then, after repeated tardiness or absence from training they fall irretrievably behind, or their aggravated instructors unsympathetically judge and treat them so; many then become unw or unable to participate further.
Feeling discouraged and frustrated, many youths become conv that the instructor, in being a tough disciplinarian, is not al. supportive or interested in seeing them succeed. The instructo respond, "Well, if this was a Job and you were getting paid, th< are the real expectations. You must be on time, and you must c< every day. If you don't come every day, or if you come late, ti you're not going to keep that Job for very long." Such a lectu good sense to instructors. But to many young people in a train context, such invocations, at times sharp tongued, of disciplin attendance, and punctuality may easily be taken äs clear eviden< prejudice. Insensitive to these perceptions, and often with a sense of commitment to discipline, the instructor may believe i important to get the trainee back in line.
But getting the youths back in line is not a simple task, a< because of what is often a basic lack of cultural compatibility trainees and instructors, particularly äs instructors are prepa Interpret the Situation. The trainees often come from an urban ment that has not prepared them to adapt easily to the rules an< etiquette of the workplace. Many of the hard-core unemployed a socialized and conditioned to be "tough" in their encounters wi men, particularly challenging authority figures who are white. tend to have little faith in whites generally. Their demeanor frequently evolves into a kind of arrogance that is often a def display, particularly when confronted by potential threats or c. to their independence and "manhood." Such a demeanor is though many to be absolutely necessary to survive the mean ghetto stre'
After years of such conditioning, a youth meets the job-tra instructor.  In this Situation, the youth must suddenly change i the behavioral patterns gained through socialization, patterns has come to take for granted and to value.  It may appear to hii

